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 APPLICATION NOTE 
  
 23/10/15 
  
 

Object: Earth fault protection in Busbars 
 
 
It is often required to detect busbar earth fault in many Medium Voltage applications. 
The MiCOM P740 offers Sensitive Differential Earth Fault (SDEF) but is, most of the time, too expensive. 
The MiCOM P746 can then be used but with the following limitations or careful PSL engineering. 
 
 
As in Medium Voltage application, the requirement to not maloperate in case of a measurement discrepancy* is not 
as stringent as in High Voltage, an ID>2 setting lower than the maximum load can be chosen without the need of 
voltage confirmation (to be confirmed by each customer): 
1. If voltage confirmation is needed then select P746_1 (2 zones and 6 or 18 CTs) 
2. If voltage confirmation is not needed then select P746_2 (4 zones and 7 or 21 CTs) 

 
*: due to, for example, either a wrong position of an isolator or a breaker or a CT which fails. 
 
Because during earth fault the load is still flowing out, the minimum Phase Comparison ratio must be above 100% 
of the maximum load in order to not overstabilise this protection scheme. As the Phase Comparison ratio is a 
setting proportional to the CT ratio: 
 Phase Comparison ratio must be set, at least to [Max load]/[Maximum CT ratio] 
 
 

1 For multiple busbar topologies: 
 
Without PSL engineering per bar: 

 
Because the smallest selectable K2 slope is 20%, the smallest fault that can be detected cannot be lower than 
50% of the Maximum busbar(s) load(s): 
 For a resistive earth fault, the incoming currents equal to [Iload + Ifault] and the outgoing current equal to 

Iload. 
 Idiff = Ifault and Ibias = 2xIload + Ifault 
 Idiff must be higher than 20% of Ibias thus the minimum Idiff = 0.2 x (2xIload + Idiff) i.e. 0.8 Idiff = 0.4 Iload 
 
Note: Additional voltage confirmation shall be selected if requested 
 

2 For single busbar topology: 
 
With PSL engineering: 

 
Because the smallest reasonable KCZ2 slope is 10%, the smallest fault that can be detected can be as low as 
22% of the Maximum busbar load: 
 For a resistive earth fault, the incoming currents equal to [Iload + Ifault] and the outgoing current equal to 

Iload. 
 Idiff = Ifault and Ibias = 2xIload + Ifault 
 Idiff must be higher than 10% of Ibias thus the minimum Idiff = 0.1 x (2xIload + Idiff) i.e. 0.9 Idiff = 0.2 Iload 
 



 

 

If a Check Zone fault is detected for at least 40ms and there is no pickup of the Phase Comparison algorithm, the 
differential calculation cannot come from an external fault saturating enough a CT and is thus a genuine busbar 
earth fault. 
 
The following PSL can be used: 
 

 
 
Note: Additional voltage confirmation(s) shall be added to avoid maloperation in case of CT failure when requested. 
 
 
When primary fault currents to detect are smaller than 50A (which is the smallest value in primary), it is necessary 
to set the protection settings in secondary. 
 
A typical setting for 100/1 CTs and 115A maximum load to detect 25A earth fault could be (converted to primary): 
ID>1 = 10A & k1 = 10% 
ID>2 = 20A & k2 = 20% 
IDCZ>2 = 20A & kCZ2 = 10% 
PhComp = 125 (115/100 + margin) 
 
 
Conclusion: 
 
For multiple busbar topologies: 
P746 cannot trip for earth fault lower than 50% of the maximum busbar(s) load(s). 
But P746 can protect busbar from earth fault with the above limitations and with careful engineering. 
 
For single busbar topology: 
P746 can trip for earth fault as low as 22% of the maximum busbar load. 
 
In any case, the use of the dedicated “P746_Idiff_Ibias_x_Earth.xlsx” Excel tool is highly recommended. 
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